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Becoming a play facilitator takes practice and courage. Practitioners need to understand the importance of play in young children’s development, to feel empowered to lead sessions that focus on process, and to have concrete examples that model activities and scenarios; rather than recipes, these examples should provide a springboard for them to iterate and innovate. The combined professional judgment, skill and confidence, which this kind of support inspires, hold the key to success in practice.

Kim Foulds, Sesame Workshop
Playful practices: building on how children naturally learn

Play is full of learning opportunities

Today’s children are tomorrow’s leaders, inventors, scientists, artists, caregivers and educators. That child playing with blocks on the floor with bits of lunch still on her face may be the child who later cures cancer, builds a solar panel that provides energy for her community, or educates a whole classroom full of children who are the next-next generation of innovators. The question is how we can create learning environments that empower young children to realise their potential. In its many forms, play is full of learning opportunities. A child scaling a climbing frame or running through a field is developing physical skills and the ability to assess risk. Children playing family are learning to socially negotiate and self-regulate. When playing in an imaginary store, children use mathematical abilities and oral language skills, and word games are a chance to practice their literacy skills.

Research into children’s learning through play is gaining traction, contributing new and much-needed insights from laboratory studies, cross-cultural and longitudinal work. Studies find that children with ample occasions to engage in child-directed activities, including free play with peers, also demonstrate greater self-control.¹ When it comes to learning specific academic content, for example what a triangle is, laboratory studies find that young children gain a more robust understanding from adult-facilitated play than from direct instruction or from free play with cut-out shapes.² This finding is consistent with previous meta-analyses of more than 160 studies on what makes for effective practices.³ While playful experiences offer great learning opportunities, this is clearly only part of the story. Children need high-quality interactions with peers and adults for this learning to take place.

Playful moments naturally harness characteristics that propel children’s learning: being active and minds-on, finding meaning and joy in an experience, trying out ideas and interacting with others.
The hallmarks of a play facilitator
Play facilitation is the science and art of fuelling children’s engaged learning in play. A good facilitator inspires play, creates space and time for many kinds of playful activities, and adapts his or her role to match where children are as they take on new challenges. Skilful facilitators are able to spot opportunities to integrate learning goals in playful settings without disrupting children’s engaged and playful endeavours. But the reality is that adults often struggle with this balancing act and feel unsure about their role and how to support children’s learning outcomes in playful settings.

In play, educators often end up switching between instructing directly and stepping into the background. That is why equipping educators and caregivers with the knowledge and skills necessary to foster children’s playful learning is needed.

Distilling insights from research
This white paper describes why engaging young children in a range of playful practices is worthwhile and how it can be done. Starting from the demands of today’s changing world, we first consider how young children can learn a breadth of skills and gain a deeper understanding through a spectrum of practices – free play, guided play, games and direct instruction. We present emerging evidence that playful practices can support a variety of learning outcomes, and for this to happen, educators and caregivers are essential – they have a critical role in facilitating young children’s learning through play.

The paper offers a research-informed overview of play facilitation as a topic for professionals, programme developers and researchers working with children aged three to six in early learning settings. While it is possible to link child outcomes with different practices, comparing these same practices on the basis of their effects for different outcomes is still a challenge. Towards the end of the white paper, we call for further research on play facilitation and make recommendations for future efforts.
Bringing skills and knowledge into play

Learning in a changing world

Today, anyone with internet access can look up immeasurable amounts of information in a few clicks. This represents a shifting landscape – both for today’s children, and the demands they will face as adults, and for the education systems that seek to prepare them for tomorrow. In response, governments and international organisations alike propose frameworks that integrate the skills, knowledge and dispositions needed. Such newer takes remind us that learning today is about learning for a life of constant change. We can also notice a consensus – that children need a deep, conceptual understanding of content knowledge together with skills that enable them to apply what they know. Researchers Golinkoff and Hirsh-Pasek have offered the 6Cs as one concise model – that children are able to communicate ideas, collaborate with others, creatively innovate new solutions, critically think and evaluate data, have the confidence to try new things and be willing to fail, and, importantly, have the content knowledge as a foundation.

Children have what it takes

Research tells us that early childhood is crucial in setting children up for thriving as adults. Further, that academic outcomes, including literacy and numeracy, ultimately rely on many other skills across domains of children’s development. Even from a young age, children can practice a breadth of skills. At the age of three, young children show instances of regulating their thinking, feelings and behaviour; they can stay focused during play, engage with peers, remember events, care for others and learn to wait for their turn. From the age of three to six, children can learn to carry out multi-step activities, resist distractions and choose tasks suited to their interests and skill level, just as they can learn to use more advanced problem-solving strategies. These are all skills that underpin our capacity for learning, including academic skills, and benefit future adult outcomes.

Playful and effective practices

If you take a moment to notice how young children play, they seem to repeat their actions. Look closer, and you’ll see that they are in fact testing, experimenting and adjusting their attempts. Playful experiences offer a safe space for children to try out and take risks, where they feel a sense of agency and direct their own activities. For example, four and five-year-olds building structures together in pairs achieved more complex structures than when the same activity was directed by an adult. Children also tend to discuss detailed features during playful building activities with peers and demonstrate higher levels of self-regulation during small-group activities and play. Given insights like these, the potential of play to enhance young children’s learning becomes central to the debate on effective practices.

Play gives children opportunity – to develop skills, to learn, to solve problems and grow healthy relationships. If they are physically active during play, it also brings health benefits. Widening access to play, particularly early in life, is one way of reducing the differences in life chances that we see in society.

Paul Ramchandani, the PEDAL Centre at the University of Cambridge
Early science and shape knowledge
Research into facilitating learning in academic subject areas such as science, maths and literacy through play have communicated the types of play that are most effective for the development of these skills. As an example, Doherty (2012) explored the relevance of free, child-directed play for promoting science learning. However, the children’s lack of focus and resulting lack of completion of the activities led to minimal learning. When adults entered the play, creating a mutually-directed play context, children’s learning improved. The ability to develop scientific reasoning skills through guided play has been echoed in other research findings.

Similar results are found in the area of spatial thinking. For instance, Fisher and colleagues (2013) compared free play, guided play and direct instruction as contexts for supporting children’s development of shape knowledge. Their findings demonstrate that free play provided little novel learning, adult instruction allowed for some learning, and guided play had the most significant effect on children’s learning of the targeted academic skills.

Number sense and early numeracy
It may be surprising to think that we are born with a sense of numbers. Studies show that infants can detect changes in large groups of items (e.g., 6-month-old infants can detect a change in a display when the number of items doubled, for instance; eight changing to sixteen) and are able to accurately track 1, 2 or 3 items.

Even with this initial number sense, it takes practice to develop numeracy skills. With support from caregivers and through playful explorations, three-year-olds can learn to compare amount and size, recognise patterns, and solve everyday problems involving the measurement and numbers of objects; they can reason about more and less, count, and find ways to share things equally among peers. Around the time when children reach school age, most can learn to compare sets of objects, and do simple additions and subtractions.

Another surprise may be that numeracy is not only about numbers: it also relies on self-regulation, or executive functions (EFs), and spatial skills. In a study with 44 three-year-olds, researchers found that children’s spatial skills and EFs together accounted for 70% of the difference in their early mathematical abilities. Given that EFs underpin our goal-directed behaviour, perhaps this is not too surprising after all. Spatial skills allow us to imagine objects in our minds and rotate or manipulate them, and to navigate spaces. Children can practice these skills through playful activities, including block building, puzzle games and playing with materials of all kinds of shapes and sizes, and benefit from adults joining and supporting their play.
Adults have important roles in play
The area of literacy development in play has been somewhat less consistent in its recommendations. Prior research has demonstrated the benefits of free, child-directed play contexts for the development of literacy skills, particularly when the play environment was thoughtfully designed by adults to include literacy materials such as books and writing materials. More recent research has further explored the connection between play and the learning of literacy skills. These studies find that surrounding children with literacy-rich materials in play contexts is not enough to foster robust literacy learning. However, when adults engage children in literacy learning during play, and in a manner that extends rather than interrupts the flow of the play, we do see benefits.

In its essence, learning is about progressing from more simple tasks and concepts to more complex challenges and grasping the bigger picture. This comes out in emergent literacy (knowing names and sounds of letters to expressing thoughts and ideas in writing) and in numeracy (from an initial number sense to recognising features that define shapes and using measurement to solve real-world problems).

Our ability to navigate social situations progresses in similar ways – from observing what others do and responding to how they feel to gradually participating and asserting own wants, even sharing, comforting and helping others. For young children to progress, early learning practices need to meet them where they are and challenge them to go further. No single practice is likely to meet this demand. However, a spectrum of engaging practices can.

Language and emergent literacy
Literacy is not a simple feat. Indeed, recent estimates suggest that 17% of adults in the world are illiterate. The path to literacy consists of several steps and building blocks, many of which are developed during the early childhood period. The Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (2010) suggests ”Conventional reading and writing skills that are developed in the years from birth to age 5 have a clear and consistently strong relationship with later conventional literacy skills.” They identify 6 key abilities that relate to and can predict later literacy. These include: alphabet knowledge (knowing the names of letters and their related sounds), phonological awareness (the ability to break words into component measures of sounds), rapid automatic naming of letters and digits as well as of objects and colours, writing letters or writing one’s own name, and phonological memory (short-term memory for spoken words).

These foundational skills do not magically come with each birthday for young children. Instead, parents and caregivers play important roles in exposing children to language (both verbal and written) and the quality of both verbal and non-verbal parent–child interactions has been shown to be a potent predictor of later language.

Despite literacy being serious business, it can be learned in playful ways. For example, Cavanaugh and colleagues (2017) compared the benefits of prescribed activities and children’s self-invented games for promoting literacy skills. In both cases, small groups of five-year-olds were given hands-on materials to practice phonemic awareness and letter-sounds for fifteen minutes. One group practiced in a prescribed activity. The other group tried this same activity once, before inventing their own games with the hands-on materials. After only three weeks, the children in the games group had improved significantly more than their peers.
There are many ways to play, each with different roles for adults and children, and each posing different demands on the players. The dynamic nature of play has led to some friction in the field. There are researchers who maintain free play as the “gold standard” and argue that adults’ roles should be limited or non-existent. Others view guided play, in which adults hold a supportive role, also as play. Zosh and colleagues (2018) propose that this friction is keeping the field from developing a more nuanced notion of play that encompasses its dynamic and changing nature. Instead, they suggest that play should be viewed as a spectrum rather than a static concept. Interestingly, we begin to see this trend emerging from classroom research with young children.

For young children to progress, educators need to start where they are and challenge them to go further. No single practice can do this, but a spectrum of engaging practices can.

In the next pages, we describe this spectrum of play practices together with evidence illustrating how each promotes children’s learning and development. We have made an effort to choose studies with children aged three to six, specifically. Based on the literature, our point is that each practice can have a role in the lives of children, teaching them and helping them to thrive and to become the change makers of tomorrow. By being more specific about these different ways to play and learn, and affordances of each kind of practice, educators and caregivers can make informed choices about how to incorporate play into their practice, knowing that this play isn’t just fun and games. It is learning at its best.
Learning through direct instruction

When concepts are new or very complex to young children, high-quality instruction is especially important for their learning.

When emphasising how playful practices can offer effective and engaging learning contexts for young children, our point is not that play is the only way to learn. Young children also learn from observing others and from instruction. Equally, moments of explaining and telling children how to do something specific form an integral part of practice. Like play, direct instruction can take different forms.

In traditional notions of instruction and teaching, the adult is the ‘font of knowledge’ and responsible for ‘depositing’ information in children’s minds. This represents an extreme version, where the adult both initiates and directs the learning activity, and children then follow. This one-way approach devalues the voice and agency young children bring to the learning encounter and can lead to rote-learning and memorisation without understanding.62

In their review, Lee and Anderson (2013)63 apply a critical lens to decades of experimental research comparing discovery-based learning and instructional practices for applied problem-solving in science and mathematics. It is important to note that studies in this review featured third-grade students and above from Western cultural settings, but even with these limitations, their conclusions are worth bearing in mind. The two authors found minimal evidence that verbal instruction on its own was effective; however, substantial evidence showed that explaining with concrete examples does help. In worked examples, learners are presented with a problem statement, step-by-step solutions and a final answer. The key to this instructional practice is that learners are actively engaged. For example, while modelling an example or new skill, educators share their thoughts and decisions, guide exploratory discussions where children share and justify ideas,64 or encourage active participation through feedback.65 Such guidance helps learners to focus their attention on important features or details in an activity. When concepts are new or very complex to young children, research suggests that this kind of high-quality direct instruction is especially important.66,67

Key features of direct instruction

- Adult initiates and directs
- Child follows
- More structure and less choice

The adult sets goal(s) attuned to children’s learning needs and interests. The adult scaffolds children’s attempts through explicit instruction; children are actively engaged during the activity.

Adult roles

Prepare environment and materials in line with learning goal.

Guide and scaffold children’s attempts, explain, observe their efforts and support when they struggle to master the intended learning goal or skill.

Child benefits

Well-planned and intentional instruction with use of effective techniques can lead to improved academic outcomes and socio-emotional skills.
Learning through free play

Free, unstructured play is centred around the child. Picture a group of peers on a playground, deciding amongst themselves that the swing set is base and that a game of tag will begin when the bell tolls. Or imagine children who go into their childcare classroom and are given the freedom to do whatever their heart desires. In this play, adults ensure that children have time, space and materials for immersive and inclusive experiences. In this kind of self-governed play, children are often intensely active, both physically and mentally. The fact that young children exercise the most autonomy of all practices listed here speaks to important learning opportunities. As they exert control and direct their own learning, children are practicing self-regulation and executive functions.

Studies have also established links between different types of free play, and children’s academic outcomes. In an observational study with 450 Norwegian toddlers, researchers compared three groups – children with weaker, middle and stronger motor skills – and found that physical play experiences were linked to children’s mathematical abilities. Another study documented young children’s spontaneous exploration of physical phenomena during play with objects, showing that children came across forces, energy, magnetism tension, friction and simple machines. In addition to these learning opportunities, research finds benefits of free play for children’s self-esteem, health and well-being. Since we draw the line at depriving human children of free play altogether, we rely on experimental studies with animals for causal links. Such studies find that rats deprived of play as pups have impaired problem-solving and social abilities, and differences are noticeable in their brain structure.

What makes free, unstructured play unique is that children can follow their own interests and build a play environment that suits their experiences. Just think of children playing outdoors. Grass or sand offer endless material for play and learning; if children find an insect, this adds a whole new level to the experience. Take a divot of grass or box of sand indoors with two insects, and you have a new learning context. Nature is always evolving, with each season and landscape bringing its own first-hand material for play, inspiring children with new ideas for creating play worlds. Seen in this light, child-led play can be considered a form of creative sharing. In peer play, children meet others’ ideas and motives, make meaning and practice skills to create different things; they encounter power structures, conflict and negotiation. Children also enact what they hear and see, according to their own understanding. In a study from South Africa, Ebrahim and Francis (2008) saw children reproducing race and gender discourses in their play, creating hierarchies among certain peers.

Adult roles in children’s free play

When children are engaged in self-chosen play they do not need constant guidance. However, adults have important roles to provide time and space for children’s safe, and inclusive play. Adults can support children’s free play by observing, acknowledging, listening, accepting and meeting requests that assist their play initiatives when necessary. Sometimes children’s free play becomes repetitive, and then adults can inspire children with new experiences and challenges. As with any social context, there are norms defining how we engage with others, and what is appropriate and accepted. Naturally, these count during children’s self-directed play, and so free play does not equal free-for-all. A final point to make is that, in free play, young children often veer towards playmates who are similar to themselves. For instance, children with language difficulties prefer playing with each other. In doing so, they miss opportunities to practice in the context of engaging peer play.
Key features of free play

• Child initiates and directs
• Less structure and more choice

Children set own goals in the play, following their interests. They are often very active: exploring, asking what if, re-inventing ideas and creating new meanings.

Adult roles

Observe, listen to and acknowledge children during play. Support when children struggle (for example) to join peer play, explain their ideas or needs, make plans or regulate their emotions.

Child benefits

Free play is linked to executive functions, self-regulation, social skills, self-esteem, health and well-being. Physical play is linked to spatial skills and mathematics.
In guided play, adults support children to achieve one or more learning goals within a play context. The idea is to scaffold children’s attempts, and not to direct their actions – in guided play, children and adults share control of what to do and how. Adults can join children’s play to extend the learning possibilities through questioning or suggestions. They can also initiate a guided play activity that builds on children’s interests, for example by choosing materials that guide children to discover a learning goal.

Numerous studies support adult involvement in play to promote early learning. For instance, in a study by Fisher and colleagues, the guided play activity, in which children discovered the ‘secrets of shapes’ in a playful, exploratory way with the support of an adult, led to a more robust and flexible notion of shapes. In another study, three- and four-year-olds were supported to come up with stories and perform these for the whole class. For one year, six classes engaged in these story-telling activities, while seven control classes continued their usual activities, which did not include many structured educational activities. Children in the story-telling classrooms improved significantly more on narrative comprehension, print and word awareness, pretend abilities and self-control. Other comparison studies find that adult-facilitated play promotes young children’s self-regulation, reading comprehension and language, vocabulary and mathematical knowledge.

Taking a starting point in children’s interests and sharing control in guided play can happen in many ways. Children building with blocks will often go as high as possible. Noticing this, an educator can suggest they compare which tower is taller, count how many blocks each tower has, and even use blocks as a unit of measure to compare heights and lengths of all kinds of objects in the class. Such efforts to deepen children’s learning require that questions and suggestions make sense in the play scenario. Imagine if these same children were building a city instead. In this case, asking them to count blocks or compare towers would disrupt rather than deepen their play.

In addition to extending children’s existing play, adults can initiate guided play. First, a play scenario is prepared using materials at hand – for a grocery store, this could be old packaging and boxes. Before starting the play, children are introduced to concepts such as writing a shopping list, using simple addition to determine how much the items on the list will cost, and jobs in a store. Then they are invited to play, choosing what roles they want, negotiating how much the food will cost, and playing through imagined scenarios. In this example, the adult constrains the possibility space by setting up a play context with learning goals in mind, but children decide what happens in the grocery store. Within this play, adults can scaffold learning targets when appropriate by drawing children’s attention to certain features, providing comments and questions, or becoming active play partners.

Creating play contexts can also happen as a collaboration. In one classroom study, children were keenly interested in animals, so the adults and children decided to create a veterinary clinic. This new play centre was infused with a variety of materials to encourage literacy practice. The children also read books about animals, wrote down instructions for pet owners, and recorded patient appointments. When the children became unsure how to tell if an animal had a broken leg, the adult introduced the concept of an x-ray machine, offering them a meaningful extension to their created play context. Yet another way to facilitate children’s activities during imaginary play is to help them verbalise their plans before the play starts. This can support their ability to guide their own actions throughout the play scenario.
Key features of guided play

• Adult initiates and child directs
• Balanced structure and choice

The adult sets goal(s) attuned to children’s learning needs and interests. Children choose what to do and how; the adult is present and interacting with children, but cannot direct their actions.

Child benefits

Guided play can lead to higher gains on literacy, numeracy, social skills and self-regulation skills than instruction or free play alone.

Adult roles

Create a play context, with or for children, with an embedded learning focus (e.g. a grocery store with signs and paper money).

Observe, build on and extend children’s thinking and ideas.
Learning through games

In many ways, games operate like guided play, but with the game itself providing the rules, structure and learning goals, rather than those elements being provided by the adult. Since the game provides these rules, children may feel more agency than in adult-facilitated play activities. Still, adults have important roles to help young children getting started, including by introducing game rules and assisting them with taking turns.

Young children engage in many types of games, from physically focused outdoor games such as tag and hide-and-seek, to board and card games, and then to digital games. Conceptualising games as a type of playful learning is a recent development, but research has shown promising links between games and both content learning and skills development. One study observed game play during recess throughout children’s first year of primary school, and found that children taking more initiative in game play also had better social skills. Board and digital games research suggests that, when intentionally designed and implemented, games can support the development of maths and early literacy skills. An experimental study with 276 children attending Head Start classrooms tested music-based games as a way to promote children’s self-regulation; over the course of the eight-week intervention, these games were repeated but rules were also added to gradually increase the challenge. Children participating in these play groups improved on their self-regulation, and for English Language Learners, researchers saw significant gains on applied maths problems.

While this early research is promising, we still have many questions left unresolved. How do games work for young children’s engagement and learning? To what extent do early childhood programmes use games to meet specific learning goals, and often do children themselves engage in games, why and so on. What we do know is that adults can facilitate game play in a variety of ways. Educators can create a game that targets certain learning goals – whether turn-taking and social skills, concepts or vocabulary words. Well-known local games can be a way to engage children in their history and heritage, while also strengthening their grasp of concepts. Like Diketo, a stone-throwing coordination game from Botswana, which uses shapes and groupings found in mathematics, as well as concepts of gravity and texture from early science. Children also love to invent their own games. In one study, educators provided literacy-rich materials, and encouraged children to come up with game-based activities; this in turn improved their literacy skills.
Key features of games

- Context provides structure and choice within game rules

Game rules set goals and scaffold interactions between players. Children play by game rules; this way, the game directs the activity. Children must have agency and choice in the game.

Adult roles

Get children started by setting up a game, or help children choose a game to play together.

Support children in understanding and practicing rules of the game (taking turns, for example). Help children join a game with peers.

Child benefits

Well-designed games can lead to literacy and numeracy skills (digital and physical games). Music games can lead to improved self-regulation.
Combining practices across the spectrum

Even though it is tempting to focus on how different the practices are – free play, guided play, games and instruction – and that one might be ‘best’ overall, doing so would miss this important point: Children have different learning interests and needs, and a great facilitator combines practices to meet children where they are and support them to grow. In their review, Lee and Anderson (2013) came to the same conclusion on combing practices: Instruction is great for drawing the learner’s attention to critical features in an example, and address misconceptions, while the strength of scaffolded discovery is that learners can practice applying new strategies and concepts. Using both instruction and discovery learning fosters a deep, conceptual understanding that children can apply to novel situations.

Young children are naturally curious and keen to learn; when they discover something new and intriguing, like magnets sticking to metal objects, children are spurred to test the limits of this new finding. Research also shows that they are sensitive to cues – including instructions – from knowledgeable adults. Bonawitz and colleagues (2011) found that when adults demonstrated the functions of a toy, children discovered fewer functions when exploring the toy in play than if the adult was ‘interrupted’ midway. Like Lee and Anderson (2013), they suggest delaying instruction until young children have had a chance to investigate new materials, activities and concepts. Adults can also spark children’s interest in early literacy and numeracy by demonstrating problem-solving activities related to real-life situations.

Choosing practices to suit purpose

From studies cited in this white paper, you will note that young children can learn similar skills in more ways than one. If so, which practice does it make sense to adopt? To answer this question, we suggest looking beneath the surface, so to speak, and consider what characteristics make for deeper learning: Children learn more when they are actively engaged as opposed to passive, when activities are meaningful to them, and when they learn together with others. For playful activities, it appears their inherently joyful and iterative nature fuels children’s engagement and learning even further. Different practices across the spectrum may be high on some characteristics and not others. Free play is often physically active, highly joyful and meaningful to children; they can choose what to do and how, integrating several skills and perspectives at the same time. While young children are unlikely to spontaneously learn letter sounds and other specific learning goals through free play alone, they do practice whatever skill, idea or situation they are keen to master, bond with peers, build friendships, and benefit from physical activity.

In guided play and games, we find more guidance from adults and game rules, which is well-suited for specific learning goals. Guided play practices retain children’s playful exploration and choices, just as they often feature social learning opportunities. Instruction is even more specific and can help young children to notice important information and steps, rather than leaving them to re-discover centuries’ worth of knowledge on their own. Educators can combine practices to help children progress, from the early stages of grasping something new to gradually growing adept and dealing with more challenging tasks.

Children have different learning interests and needs. A great facilitator combines practices to build on what they know and care about, supporting children to grow.
Playful experiences are worthwhile in early education because children find them highly engaging – driven by an inner curiosity and enthusiasm, they try harder, persist for longer and think more deeply.70,71 Two studies looking at young children’s engagement in school settings further illustrate its importance. The first is a longitudinal study from the United States, where investigators followed 347 children from age 5–6 in kindergarten and until eighth grade.72 In this study, children who grew more engaged, responding to requests and tasks in a cooperative way, also had greater long-term gains in reading and mathematics. Another US study followed 241 children from end of preschool and through their first year of formal schooling; being more cooperative and working independently in class was directly associated with children’s achievement.73

Children have more opportunities to learn when educators are warm and respond to their cues; when children’s knowledge and interests become the starting point for expanding their understanding and repertoire of skills; when activities and materials capture their interest and support them to be active and absorbed.74 The activity setting also makes a difference. In a US study with 1407 pre-schoolers, 75 researchers mapped the interactions children had with educators across free-choice and adult-directed activities.

Their findings revealed that when children engaged with a responsive educator in free-choice activities, they had better language and self-control. This combination of benefits did not occur for those children spending more time in adult-directed activities or in free-choice activities with no adult presence.

Responsive adults build on what children know and care about, spark curiosity, and deepen children’s understanding of new ideas, skills and content. When children are engaged, they bring themselves into a learning activity, often by thinking of ways to enrich the experience and take the activity even further.76,77 Depending on the literature we consult, this style of interacting has different names, including serve-and-return,78 responsive teaching65 and autonomy-supportive teaching.79 In this white paper, we call this style facilitation. Facilitating children’s learning is different from thinking of teaching as ‘delivering content’ because the goal is for young children to understand concepts and develop a breadth of skills they can apply. Culture clearly shapes the relations young children have with adults; even so, research finds that engagement is at the heart of human learning and growth across cultural settings.79
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Children’s engagement depends on their sense of autonomy. Having autonomy in a situation is about feeling ownership and making choices, rather than being free from all constraints.\(^8\) If we think of games, these have clear rules and within this structure, players can decide what actions to take. Free play may have few rules (though children can choose to invent new rules in their play), but like any social context, norms apply for what is acceptable, such as sharing among peers or voicing a want, and what is not accepted, like hitting. As facilitators, adults can adjust how much structure and scaffolding they provide. More structure means a smaller ‘possibility space’ and fewer choices to navigate. This may be ideal for a child embarking on something new, like learning to share or trying a game for the first time. Less structure means children have more room to direct their own actions. This way, they can practice a new skill or understand how a concept applies under changing circumstances. As children practice, facilitators are present and ready to offer support when a child might be struggling.

Reeve (2006)\(^8\) uses these four principles to summarise what great facilitators do:

- **Attune** - facilitating adults sense children’s state of being and adjust their own actions accordingly. They listen closely to what children say, make an effort to read the situation, and to be aware of what children want and need.
- **Relate** - great facilitators care about their young learners, create a close bond and ensure that children know they are important through warmth, affection and approval.
- **Be supportive** - during a learning activity, adults accept children as they are, encourage their attempts, and assist them to reach their own goals. This way, children feel competent, creative and more in control of their own learning.
- **Discipline gently** - if children overstep, facilitators guide and explain why one way of thinking or behaving is accepted and another is not, in a supportive way.

To summarise, each practice across the spectrum has affordances and suits several learning purposes – those that balance learning goals and learner agency, like guided play and games, enable children to practice a suite of skills at the same time – for example, self-control, language and literacy.\(^{17}\) Playful experiences, in particular free play, offer a safe space for children to grapple with uncertainty, imagine new possibilities and come up with solutions. For instance, researchers have noted striking similarities between pretend play and creative processes, \(^8\) and propose play as strategy to foster coping skills.\(^{81}\) In early learning settings, children tend to outnumber the adults present, and so there are more opportunities to engage with peers than with adults.\(^4\) This way, each child can engage actively, on equal footing, and create shared content with peers, such as a play scenario or new rules for a game. Free play with peers can reveal what children are captivated by or find hard, allowing adults to take note as inspiration for future activities.

Play facilitation and high-quality instruction are worthwhile because they foster children’s engagement, in turn leading to deeper learning and mastery. Good play facilitation and responsive teaching require an intentional adult role – one of enriching and expanding children’s ideas, interactions and explorations. Great facilitators can integrate academic learning with children’s self-chosen play, for example by demonstrating the value of early numeracy and literacy activities.\(^6\) It takes practice for adults to become intentional and tactful in this way but doing so is especially important in play contexts because the playful part vanishes as soon as children’s sense of ownership is stifled.\(^5,\)\(^6\)

Promoting play is something every educator can and should do. A good start point is to identify children’s interests through signs in their dialogues, actions and creative expressions. The next step is to ask: How can I help children to build worlds that allow them to play and learn around those interests?

Laura Guzmán, aeioTU, Colombia
In play, children reveal what they are captivated by or find hard. Facilitating adults can take note as inspiration for future activities.
Most of the research in this white paper has taken place in Western settings. This is a tremendous challenge, especially when it comes to implementing play facilitation in different cultural contexts. The social norms of a given country, policies and curricula, the education level of professionals working with young children and many other factors shape opportunities and barriers for implementing effective, play-based practices – and at scale.

The following seven cases exemplify how early learning settings differ widely from one country to the next. The cases represent cultures in the global South, North, East and West, showcasing contexts where free play has long been a cornerstone practice of early education, contexts where children’s play is not a priority, and contexts where academic goals and play-based practices are mandated side by side.
Canada
Canada’s education system is provincially mandated, and early education of children differs throughout the country. In Ontario, for instance, all children are provided with universal care in the calendar year when they turn four. Kindergarten is a two-year, full-day programme for four- and five-year-olds that is freely accessible to all. British Columbia and Nova Scotia also offer full-day kindergarten but as a one-year programme for five-year-olds. Across the country’s provinces and territories, there are standardised expectations for children during the kindergarten years. These cover specific learning outcomes in language, mathematics and science, but they also reflect a recognition of the importance of other critical early learning skills in the areas of children’s personal, social and emotional development. Children are typically taught by both a certified teacher and a registered early childhood educator.

United States
Early education in the U.S. is quite fragmented; programmes are delivered by large and diverse sectors, including the federally-funded Head Start programme, state and local preschool programmes, centre-based child-care, and more informal (typically unregulated) care. Programmes share a broad goal of supporting young children’s development and learning, but have different expectations for outcomes. Public preschools and Head Start have clear standards that encompass: 1) approaches to learning, 2) social and emotional development, 3) language and communication, 4) literacy, mathematical development, scientific reasoning, and 5) perceptual, motor and physical development.

Play has been an important concept in Canadian kindergarten classrooms for decades. More recently, play-based learning has become a key facet. Free, imaginative play remains a component of play-based learning, but teachers are now mandated to use play as a pedagogical approach, and this includes the integration of academic learning in play-based contexts. Educators in Canada have considerable independence in relation to their daily planning, and implementations of this play-based pedagogical approach differ in time being spent in whole-group and small-group instruction, and child-centred play.

Early childhood classrooms tend to fall into one of the three broad categories in relation to their approach to play and learning. Some are very play-based, and children in these settings spend the majority of their time in free play. Others are very academically focused, with children spending the majority of their time in whole-group and small-group learning. A final type of classroom is one Fuligni and colleagues (2012) refer to as “Structured-Balanced.” In these classrooms, children spent relatively equal time in child-directed, free-choice play and more teacher-directed whole-group and small-group lessons. Over the last 15 years, studies suggest a tendency for programmes to shift from play-based to more teacher-directed.

Realising play facilitation in practice
Mexico
Since 2008, early childhood education has been obligatory for children aged 3 to 5. However, 60% of children aged 3 were not registered in kindergarten programmes in the school year 2012–2013. The sector is currently undergoing a curricular reform, introducing a new educational model scheduled to come into effect in August 2018. In this reform, the areas emphasised for children aged 3 to 5 are: 1) emotional development, 2) communication and social skills, 3) motor skills, 4) interest in reading and natural phenomena, 5) mathematical thinking, and 6) art, creativity and imagination.

Using teachers’ journals, Mexican teachers’ daily practices with young children were recently documented. Teachers reported spending less time on children’s personal and social development or using didactic practices other than the ones prescribed by the curriculum. The new curriculum of August 2018 emphasises play and working with peers as powerful educational strategies. Play is positioned as a right for children, and it features learning opportunities enabled by play.

South Africa
From ages 3–5, children are catered for in early learning group programmes, while the 5–6-year-olds are catered for in Grade R, the first year of basic schooling. Both the early learning and Grade R curricula focus on communication and language, mathematics and life skills. Though named differently in the two documents, ‘life skills’ cover personal, social, emotional and creative development. Policy makers are currently debating how to better connect the developmental and academic goals of the two curricula.

In South Africa, learning through play is accepted as a principle in practices with children aged three to six. Even so, implementation is problematic. In unregulated settings, and where there is a lack of government monitoring, ratios are not necessarily adhered to. For 5 and 6-year-olds, class sizes are uneven across provinces due to high demand. Then there is the lack of relevant training, absence of programmatic guidelines, parental expectations and narrow perceptions of school readiness. So, despite play-based learning being mandated, workbooks and scripted lessons continue to drive pedagogical efforts, and play is often merely associated with break time.

Staff educational level: bachelor’s degree (52%), vocational degree in education (educación normal, 20%) and high school (8%)

Staff educational level: vocational certificate (Grade R) or largely unqualified (ages 3–5)
**Finland**

In 2016, around 68% of 1–6-year-olds participated in early education, and most attended full-day care; about 85% of educational provision was public. There are no specific objectives for academic skills for children aged 3 to 6. The Finnish curriculum describes five interconnected competence areas: 1) thinking and learning, 2) cultural competence, interaction and self-expression, 3) taking care of oneself and managing daily life, 4) physical and sensory development, 5) nature and natural sciences, and 6) culture, aesthetics and community.

Every moment in childcare – whether routine times, outings or time spent in the playground, is considered learning in a holistic sense; whole-group instructional activities are rare. Children's free, unstructured play is a cornerstone practice in Danish childcare, with educators often taking roles as observers, preparing play environments, supporting children to resolve conflicts, and helping during routines. They also assess children’s progress and plan remediating actions if needed, for example on language learning.

**Denmark**

Denmark has a publicly funded early childcare system and 98% of children attend professional care outside the home from ages three to six. These settings are described as ‘childcare’ or kindergartens instead of ‘preschool’ to reflect a holistic focus on children’s whole development, social skills, well-being, participation, democratic values and care. There are no specific academic standards. Instead, the pedagogical environment should promote learning across six themes: 1) identity and character development, 2) social development, 3) communication and language, 4) physical and sensory development, 5) nature and natural sciences, and 6) culture, aesthetics and community.

Every moment in childcare – whether routine times, outings or time spent in the playground, is considered learning in a holistic sense; whole-group instructional activities are rare. Most of this play time was child-directed free play, with much less time spent in more adult-led play activities. The study also indicated that children were most engaged during role play, and least in play with materials and objects. More teacher support and improved learning environments may be needed to deepen Finnish children’s engagement with material play.

**Adult–child ratio**

**Staff educational level:**

- Bachelor’s degree in pedagogy (on average, 60% of staff)

**Finnish early education is based on an integrated approach to care, education and teaching (educare) in which learning through play is essential. Findings from a large-scale observational study indicate that children spend over a third of their day in play. Most of this play time was child-directed free play, with much less time spent in more adult-led play activities. The study also indicated that children were most engaged during role play, and least in play with materials and objects. More teacher support and improved learning environments may be needed to deepen Finnish children’s engagement with material play.**

**Danish early education is based on a integrated approach to care, education and teaching (educare) in which learning through play is essential. Findings from a large-scale observational study indicate that children spend over a third of their day in play. Most of this play time was child-directed free play, with much less time spent in more adult-led play activities. The study also indicated that children were most engaged during role play, and least in play with materials and objects. More teacher support and improved learning environments may be needed to deepen Finnish children’s engagement with material play.**
China

China has private and publicly funded kindergartens. The government ensures quality of practices in public settings, but not in private kindergartens. In urban areas, Montessori, Reggio Emilia and High/Scope-inspired settings are catching on while in rural areas settings often lack furniture, materials and qualified staff. Early education standards are influenced by progressive, Western approaches, with learning goals grouped into five areas – 1) health, 2) science, 3) language, 4) social studies and 5) arts.

Play-based approaches are mandated in Chinese curricular documents. In practice, however, ancient cultural values continue to hold sway. This is illustrated in common sayings like: ye jing yu qin, huang yu xi (‘a career is refined by hard work but ruined by play’). Chinese early educators prefer lecture-based instruction over small-group and child-led approaches, just as ‘physical play’ takes the form of group exercises and structured physical activities.

Realising playful, engaging practices

Play facilitation holds immense promise for young children’s engaged and effective learning. However, as the country cases illustrate, bringing this promise to fruition is not straightforward. One key reason is that educators often are unsure about their role in children’s play. While many regard play as a way for young children to learn, they tend to switch between a passive, observing role during child play and direct instruction of academic content. And this is a tendency we see emerging across countries. If we return to the case of Canada, early educators often struggle to negotiate what they see as competing priorities associated with children’s developmental learning (such as social and emotional development) and their learning of academic content. This struggle comes out in assessment strategies, when adults remove children from play contexts to conduct formal assessments of academic skills.

The country cases further show that, while children’s learning through play is mandated in policies governing early education in South Africa, Finland, Canada, Denmark and China, this mandate comes to life in diverse ways. Young children in Finland typically spend more than 2 hours per day engaged in self-directed play. In South Africa, this kind of unstructured free play is associated with affluence, and disadvantaged settings lean towards directive approaches, a practice rooted in concerns for learning deficits among children from low-income homes. In China, play and learning are seen as opposites in the country’s cultural tradition; as a consequence, Chinese early educators prefer whole-group, lecture-based instruction, even though this is at odds with the country’s curriculum guidelines.
Culture, norms and beliefs shape practice
What educators believe to be true about ‘good’ teaching, how young children learn, the benefits of play for learning and development and whether children can and should direct their own actions, all of these are factors that shape moment-to-moment interactions in practice.\textsuperscript{93,129} To be successful, efforts to equip educators as play facilitators must consider local culture, beliefs and curriculum goals. For instance, a South Korean study found that educators were more likely to benefit from training in facilitation when they viewed children’s engagement as a key to learning, and when they strove for personal growth and learning themselves.\textsuperscript{130} In short, it seems that early learning professionals need help to realise just how important their interactions with children are, especially in play contexts. They may also need support as they expand their ‘toolbox’ to encompass both traditional conceptions of child-directed play, guided play and more direct instruction with children as active participants.

Play facilitation takes knowledge and skills
Finally, the case countries highlight how policies shape play discourses and practices in early learning settings. In Canada, Stagg Peterson and colleagues (2016)\textsuperscript{90} note the inconsistency with which policy documents describe play and its role in children’s learning – some omitting play from the discussion entirely and others describing its vital importance. Play-based practices are also rarely a focus during initial education and professional development. In the United States, Ryan and Northey-Berg (2014)\textsuperscript{134} found that play was usually considered a component under developmentally appropriate practices, rather than being a content area in itself. This is problematic, since well-educated early childhood professionals are often better at creating stimulating environments and providing high-quality pedagogy.\textsuperscript{133}
The research reviewed in this white paper leaves little doubt that: 1) children can and do learn through play; 2) ‘play’ consists of a spectrum of playful practices and these can support a variety of learning outcomes; 3) adults have a critical role in facilitating and scaffolding children’s playful learning; and 4) the policies and social and cultural contexts in which young children reside influence their opportunities to experience playful and engaging practices.

As seen from studies cited, play facilitation is a topic that sits between disciplines. Findings come from research on play, child development and health, neuroscience, educational psychology, socio-cultural studies and more. Most of the research on adult-facilitated play has taken place in Europe and the United States, raising issues of relevance across cultures and contexts. The white paper also highlights how playful learning is far from reality in many communities across the world. Our recommendation for the next generation of research on play in early learning settings is to focus on questions at the intersection of policy and practice – questions that may help us move playful learning from a vision into practices that serve young children across the globe.

- How can we measure the impact of play facilitation, including skills like collaboration and creativity?

- How can we best support educators as facilitators and implement play facilitation at scale?

Measuring the impact of play facilitation
Currently, classroom research can point to quality practices, and find that adults are essential. But there is room for improvement. Burchinal (2018)\textsuperscript{136} notes how existing measures of classroom quality are good at differentiating very good classrooms from very bad ones, however, 70-80% of the classrooms measured land in the midrange. Through secondary analyses of U.S. data, Zaslow and colleagues (2016)\textsuperscript{135} found a threshold effect for teacher-child interactions: benefits for children’s language and literacy skills only emerged once a moderate to high level of interaction quality was reached. If classroom interactions improved from low to slightly higher, this progress did not translate into greater gains for children. We clearly need more robust and comprehensive tools that will help us to understand nuances in practice and how these link to child outcomes, including for play contexts.

Studies that evaluate early learning programmes, including those featuring play-based approaches, tend to rely on brief measures of child outcomes, like vocabulary tests; it is much less common for such studies to include more measures of skills that resonate with a 21st century learning paradigm, including communication, collaboration, problem-solving, self-regulation and so on.\textsuperscript{136} The outcomes measured clearly matter for the gains we can expect from different practices – if we measure how many words children can recall, then direct instruction on vocabulary is likely to come out as more impactful. If, on the other hand, we want to improve children’s capacity for solving problems together with peers or understand a concept well enough to apply what they know, the chances are that playful activities are more beneficial.
But how do we measure their creative and collaborative skills?
Implementing play facilitation at scale
Achieving effective play facilitation at scale by equipping teaching professionals as designers and facilitators of playful, effective learning is the next frontier. We know that it is possible to improve early learning practices through a variety of methods, including coaching and coursework, but when it comes to play facilitation, more work is needed. A recent systematic review identified several preschool programmes, which demonstrated impact at scale.137 Even though these programmes featured play-based activities, the studies offered few details about how they worked (their active ingredients), practices used and to what extent educators adopted the new curriculum. As a result, lessons learned about scaling play facilitation remain hidden.

That said, there are at least two models for how to equipping early educators at scale. Both involve play-based activities, but they differ in how educators are supported in adopting these novel practices. In aeioTU’s emergent curriculum model, the emphasis is on building educators’ capacity to tune in to children’s interests, design playful activities and learning environment, and to engage children with the goal of co-constructing knowledge.138 This model is inspired by the Reggio Emilia philosophy. Finding stark contrasts between this approach and traditional teaching in Colombia, the research and programme teams developed a number of strategies to support educators: 1) continuous scaffolding and professional development, 2) guiding tools and structure, and 3) feedback from a team of aeioTU experts based on classroom visits and observations.

A second, more prescriptive model has been used with several play-based preschool curricula.139 In this approach, emphasis is on educators implementing an expert-developed curriculum with regular coaching and training. Weiland and colleagues (2018)140 propose five ‘active ingredients’ to account for the success of this model. In addition to the curriculum itself, these include: 1) highly detailed descriptions of activity content and sequences, together with teacher prompts, 2) teachers voicing challenges to programme developers, 3) time is allocated for teachers to prepare, and finally, 4) they receive real-time feedback on how they deliver curriculum activities.

Importantly, the authors note that the point is not to conduct activities in a robotic manner, as this would be incongruent with quality practice. Adults’ interactions must still be responsive towards children.

If we contrast these two approaches, we find that the emergent model engages professionals as curriculum co-creators, while the prescriptive model casts them as curriculum deliverers. Some researchers argue that lasting change in early learning practices requires capacity building and improving professionals’ judgement, which goes beyond delivering predefined activities with high fidelity.140,141 A Danish intervention study illustrates this point. In this study, young children’s language and early literacy skills improved most through a combination of the two models. Educators were given the scope and goals of an expert-designed curriculum in early literacy, together with the freedom to respond to children’s interests and design play activities that built on these.99

To conclude, we need a much clearer sense of how best to realise play facilitation in a given context, and how to sustain programme impact over time:

- Which knowledge, skills and competencies are required for adults to adopt a responsive approach with young children, including during play?
- How can or should adults balance learning goals and child agency in playful activities? What are the complexities of facilitating play, and how is this dealt with? How can educators and caregivers use playful practices to support groups of children with varied knowledge and abilities at the same time?
- How can educators and caregivers best match play practices with outcomes in focus, and design playful learning activities and environments accordingly? How do they set up these learning environments for equal opportunities?
- How can promising models be adapted to suit new cultural contexts, while investigating what works for whom, where and under what conditions? In which ways do political, social, and cultural factors influence playful practices in those contexts?
- Finally, how can we evaluate long-term effects of intentional, play-based practices through studies that follow children through school age and into adulthood?
They had flown for hours, searching in vain. Fuel was running perilously low...

Look! The secret island! We made it!

The cloud had finally cleared.

When suddenly...

Tidy up time everyone!

With the island in sight, the brave team sped on their way.

We have to practice shapes now.

We could improvise...

The cloud had finally cleared.

Look! The secret island! We made it!

The brave team sped on.

Tidy up time everyone!

We have to practice shapes now.

We could improvise...

The cloud had finally cleared.

Look! The secret island! We made it!

The brave team sped on.

Tidy up time everyone!

We have to practice shapes now.

We could improvise...

The cloud had finally cleared.

Look! The secret island! We made it!

The brave team sped on.

Tidy up time everyone!

We have to practice shapes now.

We could improvise...

The cloud had finally cleared.
Children wonder and ask a million questions (my own parents can attest to that!). When given the chance, they can tackle challenges with peers and come up with surprising solutions. Across the world, the reality is that many children have few opportunities to thrive and learn in this way. My work at the LEGO Foundation is about changing this unfortunate reality. At the moment, I research children’s playful and effective learning in early education: what it looks like, tactful ways adults can balance learning goals and learner agency in play, and how best to support educators’ professional learning and change.

**Hanne Jensen**

Research specialist, the LEGO Foundation Centre for Creativity, Play and Learning, Denmark, and doctoral student at University of Cambridge, United Kingdom

---

**Two words on methodology**

This white paper was written as a collaborative effort between seven researchers from across disciplines and geographies. In the section on the spectrum of practices, we have intentionally favoured larger-scale observational research, experimental studies, reviews and meta-analyses, and tried to include research beyond Western cultural contexts. Throughout the writing process, reviewers with expertise in research, practice and policy have critiqued drafts of the white paper, including questions addressed, points made, and sources used. We are immensely grateful to all our reviewers for their thoughtful comments and contributions.

**Thank you to all our reviewers**

Kim Foulds (Sesame Workshop, United States), Ferdousi Khanom, Erum Mariam and Sazia Zaman (BRAC University, Bangladesh), Maria Jose Rubio, Maria Paula Angarita, Angela Pealez, Carolina Bernal and Maria Adelaida Lopez (aeioTU, Columbia), William Teager (Early Intervention Foundation, United Kingdom), Signe Bohm (The Danish Evaluation Institute, EVA, Denmark), Paul Ramchandani (The PEDAL Centre at the University of Cambridge, United Kingdom), Kathleen Hayes (independent education consultant), Audrey Kittredge (early childhood education consultant, New York, USA), Helle Marie Skovbjerg (Design School Kolding, Denmark) and colleagues at the LEGO Foundation.
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Angela Pyle

I was so excited for my first day of kindergarten that I broke our front door running to leave the house. I haven’t lost that love to this day, and I still enthusiastically spend as much time as possible in kindergarten classrooms. I first spent my time teaching kindergarten in the public school system before returning to graduate school. Since becoming a professor, I continue to explore the world of kindergarten where my research focuses on the educational possibilities of play, including the role of play in the learning of academic content, specifically literacy.

Angela Pyle, PhD, Assistant Professor at the Dr. Eric Jackman Institute of Child Study, Department of Applied Psychology and Human Development, Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, University of Toronto, Canada

Jennifer M. Zosh

As a child, my favourite thing to do was to play school. I didn’t realise that it was unique for a child to love to create lessons, assign homework to unassuming younger children in the neighbourhood, and drag out the chalkboard for the daily "class." Even now, I still remember how my goal was to see the sparkle in a child’s eye when she “got it” – the magic of understanding – the magic of learning. Despite this being my favourite activity as a child (along with speaking in front of the class), I still struggled with figuring out exactly what it was I was going to do with my life when I began college. But eventually, that sparkle was in my own eye when I realised I could study how children learn and share it with the world! My passions in research, writing, and communicating include the role of play in development, the impact of technology on children and parents, and cognitive development.

PhD, Associate Professor of Human Development and Family Studies, The Pennsylvania State University, Brandywine; Director of the Brandywine Child Development Lab
Alejandra Zaragoza Scherman
How do you know you learned something? Memories have a special place in learning, especially when they relate to our lives. As a memory researcher, I want to learn more about how playful learning helps children create powerful memories about their everyday lives as they develop autobiographical memory skills. My most vivid playful childhood memory is doing jigsaw puzzles with my parents. Currently, I investigate how people from different ages and cultures remember important life events from their personal past, whether these memories are positive or negative, and how the emotional valence of those memories relate to mental health.

PhD, Assistant Professor at the Center on Autobiographical Memory Research (CON AMORE), Aarhus University, Denmark

Hasina Banu Ebrahim
I grew up in an extended family commune in an Indian township in apartheid South Africa. As a child I got to bond with a circle of cousins. I will always remember our play activity of sliding down the bank with my cousins. Because I was a girl, I could never take the lead in our play. Through these experiences I learnt how children are boys and girls, and that there are categories, hierarchies and power issues that influence children’s development. Today, my research focus is early childhood care and education at the margins; I interrogate ‘dominance’ to address issues of context, equity, diversity and social inclusion in the early years. This theme is captured in my latest 12-country co-edited book entitled Early Childhood Care and Education at the Margins: African Perspectives on Birth to 3.

PhD, Professor in Early Childhood Education at the University of South Africa, UNESCO Co-chair in Early Education, Care and Development

About this white paper
Jyrki Reunamo
Sometimes I wonder if I understand play better now or when I was a young boy. I’ve been researching play for more than 30 years and it only gets more interesting. Our perspectives influence the world we see – and children’s different orientations produce different content for play and learning. In my view, the key to progressive play is the creative sharing taking place, making it possible for children and adults alike to build a future together. Who could ask for more? In Finland, I like to spend my free time at our country home. I am very proud of my bonsai berry bushes and the garden that has a mind of its own.

PhD, Principal investigator and Director of the Orientation project (blogs.helsinki.fi/orientate), university lecturer at University of Helsinki, Finland

Bridget Hamre
I research the ways in which teachers’ daily interactions with children can promote learning and development. A personal milestone is the Classroom Assessment Scoring System (CLASS) measure that I developed together with Robert Pianta and many others at University of Virginia. CLASS is now used across the United States and in many countries around the world. From this work, we find that too few children have access to teachers with the skills necessary to best support early learning. My most recent research has focused on ways to better support teachers to gain these skills – through coursework, coaching and curricular interventions. I’m also the proud parent of an 11-year-old and 4-year-old twins – so I have many opportunities to try (and often fail) at providing effective interactions at home!

PhD, Research Associate Professor and Associate Director at the Center for Advanced Study of Teaching and Learning at the University of Virginia
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